
FIELD RE-LINING 

Combination to paint shed (barn roof) is 0251. Each complex re-lining (re-painting) takes about 
six cases so please let field maintenance coordinator and/ or 
president@lakeshoreyouthsoccer.com know if the paint is running low so we can have Lincoln 
Township deliver more.  

Painting can be done anytime on Friday, but please avoid early morning as there may be dew on 
the grass. Only as a backup Saturday afternoon or Sunday would also work. You can paint before 
it rains as the paint dries almost immediately but avoid painting during rain or wet fields if 
possible.  

Preparing to paint. You are re-lining the already painted field lines, not painting new lines. They 
fade each week and you are simply making them darker.  Shake the spray paint can for 15-30 
seconds to loosen ball and mix paint. NOTE: you may need to remove the can from the machine 
and re-shake can if paint starts to lighten or runs clear before running out. You insert the spray 
can into paint machine with the wide part of the nozzle parallel to wheels. The can holder should 
already be raised to top position so a 4”-6” wide spray is achieved, but please confirm 
(sometimes the screws loosen and one or both sides drop down).  When opening more cases of 
paint, it’s best to rip the top flaps of the box off before placing the case of paint in paint machine 
for ease of access to paint cans. As you empty can of paint, placed back in box—facing down— 
with lid attached (so you can tell full from empty). Place empty boxes back in shed at neatly as 
possible for future recycling. 
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See field example to familiarize yourself with the field layout.  The U4-5 and U6-8 fields are 
similarly lined, U10 is unique, U12 and U14 are the same and the practice fields are just the 
perimeter so you are just painting a rectangle. You will be re-lining all the lines on the field, do 
not forget the penalty marks, center marks, and corner arch’s as these are the ones that tend to 
get missed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You will be assigned a group of fields to paint via email—see complex field layout.  Group A is all 
the U4 thru U8 fields and the adjacent practice fields. Group B is the marked U10 fields and the 
adjacent practice fields. Group C is the marked U14 fields. It will take between an hour to an hour 
and a half to paint your group. 

 


